COVID19 VIRUS

Protect and Survive: we all know what this means, our basic ROC training, skills and knowledge we have never forgotten. We well remember the different scenarios for which we all trained, but hoped would never happen, some not too far from the current national emergency now unfolding before our eyes.

24 hours ago I was preparing a special edition of snippets to confirm that:- All our ROCA and the National organised Parades, Services and Displays in our calendar until the end of June were all cancelled or postponed, including RIAT Fairford in July. The rapid developing guidelines has made the issue superfluous.

National Reunion - One date that remains firmly in our calendar, for now at least, is our National Annual Reunion at the Adelphi Hotel Liverpool 9th to 11th October 2020. We are very dependent on the hotel opening accepting bookings and the Government guidelines at the time. We will not issue the booking form and details until much later. Should the Reunion go ahead simply be ready, maybe at short notice, to send in your bookings.

Above all stay safe and stay in touch through whatever means suits you - our website, Facebook pages, or What'sApp. And very importantly with your local members, Area Representatives and especially all members neither on internet nor email.

Do Not Forget – if you or your close family require help THE RAF BENEVOLENT FUND is at the end of either a phone call or click on the link.

My very best wishes to you all

Jenny Morris
ROCA National Secretary

24th March 2020